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Abstract—Constant-resistance filters are a class of absorp-
tive filters that ideally present no reflection to the incoming
signal of any frequency while their transfer function can
be designed to exhibit low-pass, high-pass or band-pass
characteristics. There is a variety of architectures employed
to accomplish this function and such filters are used for
terminating the output stages of amplifiers and mixers. In
this work, we discuss the design of low-pass reflectionless
filters employing a diplexer architecture with the intent
to separating the useful signal (low-pass) from the higher
harmonics which will be terminated externally to the filter.

Index Terms—Reflectionless filters, constant-resistance fil-
ters, switch-mode radiofrequency amplifiers, S-band

I. INTRODUCTION

Most transmission or reflection filters used in the indus-
try are designed as lossless tow-port networks that exhibit
minimal amount of loss in passband, while in the stopband
they are highly reflective. Constant resistance filters, on
the other hand are absorbing filters, which exhibit real
and constant input impedance for all frequencies when
all filter ports are terminated with a matched load and
hence can realize ideally zero input-port reflection for
all frequencies. Such filters have been investigated for
nearly a century [1], [2], [3], with a number of methods
developed for the design of asymmetric configuration, in
which the input port exhibits constant resistance when
the output port is matched [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9]
and symmetric configurations, in which both ports exhibit
zero reflection when port terminations are matched [10],
[11]. Constant-resistance filters are used to control the
frequency response of transmission lines and amplifiers
in communications systems [12], [5] and phase distortion
and speaker impedance responses in audio systems.

This work discusses the design and assembly of asym-
metric constant-resistance low-pass filters wherein both
the low-pass (LP) and the high-pass (HP) sections are
Butterworth-filter type. The motivation for this work is
to build filters for harmonic clean-up of the output of
switch-mode radiofrequency amplifiers. To this end we
use a constant resistance filter with a diplexer architecture
in which the useful low-pass signal is taken out of one
port and the higher harmonics generated by the switching
output stage are passed through the high-pass port. The
filter of interest has the structure of a lossless two-way
diplexer in which the output ports are terminated with
a matched load. Figure 1 illustrates a radiofrequency
switching modulator output stage having one transistor

operating as a switch and one inductor connected between
the drain of the transistor and the constant power supply
vDD. The voltage at the transistor drain v(t) is filtered
through an absorbing low pass (ALP) filter to let only the
fundamental harmonic reach the load Z0. The RF signal
at the input of the output stage is assumed to be perfectly
square so that it controls the transistor from open to closed
state. The goal is to use the filter to independently measure
the fundamental output power and compare it to the power
in higher harmonics.

Fig. 1. A single-stage switch-mode modulator output terminated with an
absorbing low-pass filter (ALP) that exhibits negligible reflection ρL ≈
0.

Constant resistance filters with diplexer architecture
can be realized with two distinct architectures: in an
admittance complementary diplexer filter, the LP and HP
filter networks are connected in parallel at the input port of
the filter, as shown in Figure 2(a) [3], [13], [14] while an
impedance complementary diplexer filter the two filters are
connected in series, as shown in Figure 2(b). We choose
to investigate the admittance complementary configuration
because coupling to the high-pass section where it remains
single ended is significantly simpler.

The transfer function through the low-pass section (port
1 to port 2) when terminated with Z0 has a low-pass
characteristic and the transfer function through the high-
pass section (port 1 to port 3) has a high-pass filter
characteristic. In a diplexer architecture, the two filters
may be ladder filters and can be connected in parallel at
the port 1, or in series at port 1.
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Fig. 2. Two possible architectures of a complementary two-way diplexer
filter: (a) admittance complementary and (b) impedance complementary
filters.

Fig. 3. Circuit diagrams for first four orders of complementary ladder
filters examined in this work: the circuit diagrams (a) through (d)
correspond to the first to fourth order filters. The port designations are
shown in circled numbers.

II. COMPLEMENTARY FILTER DESIGN

The admittance complementary filter comprises two
ladder-filter sections connected in parallel at the input of
the filter as shown in Figure 2(a). In order to ensure that
the input reflection coefficient of this filter equals zero,
the input impedances of the low-pass and the high-pass
section, ZLP (s) and ZHP (s), seen from port must satisfy
the following relationship:

1

ZLP (s)
+

1

ZHP (s)
=

1

Z0
(1)

where Z0 is the characteristics impedance of the transmis-
sion lines in the system and Im(Z0) = 0.

We investigate the design rules for complementary
filters wherein both the low-pass and the high-pass sec-
tions are ladder filters (Cauer type filters) [15] of the
first, second, third and fourth order. The order of the
complementary filter refers to the order of the low-pass or
the high-pass filter sections. The circuit diagrams for all
four filter orders are shown in Figure 3 with components
designations. Each filter is characterized with a crossover
frequency ω0 as the frequency at which the power transfer
function of the low-pass section |s21(ω0)|2 and the high-
pass section |s31(ω0)|2 each equal to 1/2.

A. First order

The first order complementary filter, shown in Fig-
ure 3(a), will exhibit input impedance equal to Z0 if
C2Z

2
0 = L1. The L1 and C2 are related through the

crossover frequency ω0. It is straightforward to show that
the component values that satisfy equation (1) are:

L1 =
Z0

ω0
C2 =

1

ω0Z0
(2)

The transfer functions at the output on ports 2 and 3 are
respectively:

s21(s) =
1

s/ω0 + 1
s31(s) =

s/ω0

1 + s/ω0
(3)

B. Second order

The second order complementary filter, shown in figure
3(b), will exhibit input impedance equal to Z0 if C1 =
C4 = C, L1 = L3 = C, and 2L = CZ2

0 . The C and L
values are again related through the crossover frequency
ω0. We can show that the component values that satisfy
equation (1) are:

L3 = L2 =
√
2

(
Z0

ω0

)
C2 = C4 =

1
√
2
·

1

ω0Z0
(4)

The transfer functions are then given by,

s21(s) =
1( s

ω0

)2
+
√
2
( s

ω0

)
+ 1

(5)

s31(s) =

( s

ω0

)2
( s

ω0

)2
+
√
2
( s

ω0

)
+ 1

(6)

C. Third order

The third order complementary filter, shown in figure
3(c), will have input impedance equal to Z0 for inductance
and capacitance values:

L1 =
1

2

(
Z0

ω0

)
C2 =

4

3
·

1

Z0ω0
(7)

L3 =
3

2

(
Z0

ω0

)
C4 = 2 ·

1

Z0ω0
(8)

L5 =
3

4

(
Z0

ω0

)
C6 =

2

3
·

1

Z0ω0
(9)

The transfer functions are given by,

s21(s) =
1(

s

ω0

)3

+ 2

(
s

ω0

)2

+ 2

(
s

ω0

)
+ 1

(10)

s31(s) =

(
s

ω0

)3

(
s

ω0

)3

+ 2

(
s

ω0

)2

+ 2

(
s

ω0

)
+ 1

(11)
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D. Fourth order

The fourth order complementary filter, shown in figure
3(d) will be resistive with Z0 input resistance for the
following values of the inductors and capacitors:

α = 2

√
2 +
√
2

2
β = 2 +

√
2 (12)

L2 =
α

β − 1

(
Z0

ω0

)
C1 =

1

α
·

1

Z0ω0
(13)

L4 =
α(β − 2)

β − 1

(
Z0

ω0

)
C3 =

1

α

(β − 1)2

β − 2
·

1

Z0ω0
(14)

L5 = α

(
Z0

ω0

)
C6 =

β − 1

α
·

1

Z0ω0
(15)

L7 = α
β − 2

(β − 1)2

(
Z0

ω0

)
C8 =

β − 1

α(β − 2)
·

1

Z0ω0
(16)

The transfer functions:
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1(

s

ω0

)4
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s

ω0

)3
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(
s

ω0

)2
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s
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(17)
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)4

(
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(
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ω0
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(
s
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)
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(18)

As the reader may notice, the transfer functions are
actually all Butterworth types. In fact, if we require that
the low-pass and the high-pass filters be ladder-filters with
a single component in each ladder position, then the only
solution for admittance-complementary filter is that both
the low-pass and the high-pass sections be Butterworth
filters.

In some applications, one may require a different low-
pass filter characteristic. In this case, finding the comple-
mentary high-pass filter may become a network synthesis
challenge. It is important to note that not every lossless
low-pass ladder filter has a complementary lossless ladder-
type high-pass filter. For complementary high-pass filters
to be realizable, there are restrictions on low-pass section
architecture. These restrictions manifest themselves by the
appearance of negative circuit elements in the synthesis of
the high-pass section, which imply non-Foster solutions.

Figure 4 illustrates the transfer functions of the low-
pass |s21(ω/ω0)|2 section and the high-pass |s31(ω/ω0)|2
sections for first four Butterworth orders. Similarly, Figure
5 shows the corresponding Smith diagrams.

III. FILTER ASSEMBLY AND MEASUREMENTS

All four filter designs were assembled with the purpose
of investigating performance and implementation. A set of
four filters were tuned to crossover frequency 2500 MHz
and another four with crossover frequency 800 MHz to be
used as a comparison. The printed circuit board design is

Fig. 4. Transfer functions for Butterworth filter sections

Fig. 5. Smith diagram of the diplexers input impedances

shown in Figure 6(a) and it features one input transmission
line that branches in the middle of the board allowing
one to implement any type of ladder filter by cutting
the line for series elements and scratching of the solder
mask to add parallel elements and allow for soldering the
components. The printed circuit board substrate material
was Rogers 4350B and the substrate thickness was 0.5 mm
(20 mils). Surface-mountable 0603 thin-film capacitors
and 0402 wirewound inductors were used, while ground-
backed coplanar waveguide was used for transmission
lines. The boards were connectorized using bolt-on end-
launch SMA connectors. The actual values of capacitors
and inductors used on the fourth-order complementary
filter are shown in the following table:

Element Value Element Value

C1 0.5 pF L2 3.6 nH

C3 2.0 pF L4 4.7 nH

C6 1.2 pF L5 8.2 nH

C8 0.8 pF L7 2.0 nH

The filters were characterized using s-parameter mea-
surements performed on a 40-GHz vector network ana-
lyzer (VNA) and a 35-ps-rise time time-domain reflectom-
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Fig. 6. (a) Printed circuit board design and (b) fourth-order 2.5 GHz
filter assembled with 0402 inductors and 0603 capacitors.

etry (TDR). We were primarily interested in the magnitude
of the reflection coefficient |s11|2, for which we used open-
short-load single-port calibration on the VNA, and the
transmission properties of both branches of the filter |s21|2
and |s31|2, for which we added two 10-dB attenuators at
the VNA ports and calibrated by normalizing the trans-
mission through the attenuated path. The attenuators are
needed to eliminate the reflection from the VNA ports and
they enable significantly simpler and quicker calibration
procedure.

Fig. 7. First order complementary diplexer filter S-parameters

Fig. 8. Second order complementary diplexer filter S-parameters

The s-parameter measurements on the 2.5-GHz filter
boards are shown in Figures 7, 8, 9 and 10. In these

Fig. 9. Third order complementary diplexer filter S-parameters

Fig. 10. Fourth order complementary diplexer filter S-parameters

figures, the low-pass filter transmission magnitude (labeled
with "LP") shows no ripple in the passband and pro-
gressively steeper stopband blocking: from 20 dB/decade
top 80 dB/decade as expected for a Butterworth filter of
designed order. The ripple and increased transmission in
the stopband is a result of second-order resonances in
the components: the parallel resonances in the capacitors
and series resonances in the inductors. Note that the first-
order resonances in the components (series resonance in
the capacitors and the parallel resonance in the inductors)
benefit the attenuation in the stopband. For the fourth order
filter, the spurious transmission is rather low and does not
appear to be significant up to at least 20 GHz (see Figure
10). Inasmuch as the harmonic output from a switching
output stage shown in Figure 1 reduces with the square of
the harmonic number for a square wave, the output will be
well filtered using this type of filter. A good high-pass filter
is always a bit harder to build using lumped components as
the second order resonances of those lumped components
produce significant attenuation.

We built and characterized the 800-MHz filters as a
reference against which we could compare the S-band
filters and we found that the 2.5-GHz filters are not better
than our 800-MHz filters and hence we do not show the
results for latter.
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IV. DISCUSSION

The quality of the constant-resistance filter is measured
by the ability of the combined filters to realize low
reflection coefficient (labeled with |s11|2 in the figures).
The reflection coefficient of the constant-resistance filter is
significantly more sensitive to the components resonances
than the transmission coefficients because the realization
of the low reflection coefficient critically depends on the
matching of the reflection phases of the two filters. The
deviation from the designed characteristics of the low-
pass and high-pass filters are a result of two independent
phenomena: (i) the resonances in the individual com-
ponents (first resonance included) and (ii) the electrical
delay differences between the two branches built into the
layout of the components on the printed circuit board.
We used TDR to illustrate the importance of the latter

Fig. 11. Time-domain characterization: (a) step-responses from the board
with no filters and the boards with filters of different order, and (b)
magnified view of the step-response from two fourth order filters: the
first build and the second build in which the first inductor and capacitors
were placed immediately onto the branch point in the transmission line.

phenomenon. Figure 11(a) shows the step-response from
the branch point on the printed circuit board measured by
time-domain reflectometry. When there is no filter present
the two 50-ohm transmission lines branching off present
a 25-ohm load at the branch point which results in a
reflection coefficient magnitude equal to 1/3. The step-
response hence dips below the 0.2 V horizontal level by
a third of the step voltage as expected (0.2-V step is
standard for TDR equipment). The reflection response for
all four filters, also shown in Figure 11(a), exhibits several
short (≈30-ps) dips and peaks after the signal reaches the
branching point. These reflections indicate that there is an

impedance mismatch present immediately at the beginning
of the filter.

To check whether the phase mismatch contributes to
the increase in input reflection, we rebuilt the fourth order
filter by moving the first inductor and capacitor of the
two branches closer into the branching point. This resulted
in an improvement in the response shown as the "second
build" in Figure 11(b). The dip in this trace is smaller and
there is only one dip rather than two deeper dips shown
for the original "first build". This simple analysis illustrates
that building complementary diplexer filters exhibits one
more degree of complexity relative to the conventional
lossless filters: the phase of the input reflection on each
of the filters and their difference is crucial for achieving
low input reflection.

Different delays in the two branches are the origin of
excessive reflection from the complementary filter seen in
the measured |s11(ω/ω0)|2 graphs in Figures 7 through 10.
This was confirmed by simulation: a series of small (≈ps)
delays were embedded into the ladder network and the
effect of the delay differences was explored to determine
its effect on the |s11|2. An example of this simulation is
shown in Figure 12 where the local increase in |s11|2
around 2 GHz is a result of the introduction of phase
mismatch.

Fig. 12. Transmission and reflection responses of the fourth order filter
in which delays between components were introduced to show that the
magnitude of the reflection coefficient quickly grows with the presence
of phase mismatch.

V. CONCLUSION

Building constant-resistant filter using lumped compo-
nents for S-band applications presents tighter constraints
on the layout and selection of components than lossless
filters because for lossless filter matching the reflection
coefficient in the stop band is not a part of the design
requirement. Besides the VNA, a tool critical to analyze
and debug such filters is the time-domain reflectometry
as it presents a quick and intuitive understanding of the
character of the input stage of the filter.

In this work, we discussed the design of constant-
resistance filters that have ladder-type segments in the
diplexer architecture and showed that with the ladder-
type requirement, these filters always have the Butter-
worth configuration. We also assembled four different type
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of filters at two different frequencies and showed that,
although satisfactory transfer characteristics are readily
obtainable, bringing the reflection coefficient below −20
dB is challenging.

The assembled filters, however, exhibit reflection that is
sufficiently low to perform the planned experiments with
switch-mode radiofrequency amplifiers.
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